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Until the advent of Western civilization and industrialization 

in Japan• in 1868• the arch1tectur of th.e country consisted almost en-

tirely of fortific tions, religious buildings and r "sidences . lbh ls 

basically true of all architectural style until the indust rial revo-

lution . 

In · study of e tern architectvre the emphash is lmost ex-

clusively directed to religio,us building• · This is a valid crtt ri 

for these buildings demonstrate a continual development of style . This 

dev lopment wa later available for application to the multiplicity of 

buildings required by the widening culture and industrialization of so-

ciety. It h also in the religious buildings that we find the structur• 

al evolutlon man had to rely upon until he developed steel and concrete . 

The study of the European residence does not off er much to the student 

of architecture because these were, for the mo t part• mean structures 

that failed to sho many refinements through the ages . 

Conversely, the st.udy of the Japanese residence , rather than the 

temples and shrines , offers the greatest rewards . 

It b true , so aloof is it from Western 1de ls and methods of 
thought (Japanese t mple arch1tectur ), 1t can never serv as a 
model for contemporary work 8$ those styles of Europe with which we 
in America have such close kinship and sympathy . On the other hand 
it is poss.ible to l.earn many lessons from it . • • • It 1s when w 
come to the dome•tic architecture of Japan however• that we find 
more in the way of salutary teaching ... 8alph Adams Cram, .Im.• 
Q:tessions of Japan1se AJ:Ch!tegture and .Allied Arts • . 

Japan, by its self-imposed isolation, retained an almost static 

civilization for hundreds of years. . Hence , when it opened its gates to 
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westernization and industrialization .it had to call upon European archi-

tectural styles and building method to house the increased functions of 

an industrial society. It was 1mposs.1ble to call upon national archi"" 

tectural styles for two reasonsa l) the structural system failed to go 

beyond the post and lintel system; and 2) the construction was almost ex-

clusively of wood . 

While Japanese architecture can be classified by period, it 

shows no such development a$ is evidenced from the Parthenon to Notre 

Dame de Paris . The temples of Buddhism and the shrines of Shintoism, 

while an inte~esting study in themselves• are of little value ~hen they 

are studied in the light of their application to contemporary design , 

rational construction and function . The Japanese residence, however , 

.embodies all the charaoterhties of the shrines and temples, as well as 

some of the rationalism being rediscovered by contemporary a;rchitecture . 

A study of Japanese architecture would not be worthy of th 

undertaking unless som principles and applications eould be evolved 

from it since the function of the architect of today is not that of an 

historian but rather that of a creator, This is also true of the archi~ 

tecturai student as an architectural thesis is customarily a written 

study of problem whose solution is th evolution of a de&ign. 

It would seem necessary then that an explana:tion be given of the 

form that this thesis has takena 

This thesis was started s a study of contemporal'y residential 
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design when I w s still a student 1n the United Stat s , but service in 

the United Stat s Arrey interrupted this study. However, assignment to 

Japan opened a new vista of study• Japanese architecture nd the Ja .. 

panese residenc • 

In order to pursu thls study, a certain amount of RETROSPECl'IQN 

into the charact ristit features of Japan arid her people was felt neces"" 

sary to more clearly understand the country'' s a:rch1tecture . 

A DISSECTION of th$ Japanest residence was then mad nd its 

cha.racter1cs subjected to careful examination . These characteristics 

were then discussed in conjunction with their possible application to 

the American residence . 

This INTERSECTICtt produced principles worthy of perpetuation. 

The final step was the PROORESStON of the& principles-the de• 

sign of a contemporary American :residence . 

An architect working in J'apan bas the advantage of seeing ma• 
t rialized before him in Jap nese architecture an~ civilization, 
fundamental principals the l'edtscover.y of which is tile goal of 
mode:rn architecture . - Antonin & Hopei P. Raymond , "Cll Japanese 
Residences ,• Atcbitecturai .l@an Qld New. 
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As an architect fl'tY attitude toward the historic is 
necessarily conditioned by the artistic conception 
which I myself endeavor to realize. From this it 
follows that artists must speak and Wl'ite subjectively 
about art. But is there any science of art which would 
be objective in the sense that it ould present au-
thentically not only historical data but also stylistic 
questions and qualities of old works thus giving a 
truly just crit1c1 m independent of time and space? • 
Bruno Taut• fundamental; 0f Japanese Arcbitectyr~. 
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1apan REm@PECTIQN 

The Orient, in the past, has been rather an esoteric f i ld of 

study for ' the majority of Western scholars . Contemporary world problems 

have drawn the attention of the Western nations to this region of the 

globe . This attention has not been solely directed to political activl• 

ties but has also resulted in much interest in the culture and civili-

zation of the Eastern nati~ns . 

The architecture of any period or civilization 1s closely re-

lated to cultural and historicel and 9eo9raphical factors . In order to 

understand and appreciate Oriental architecture, a certain transplan• 

tation of point of view is necessary . The very fact that the culture is 

oriental rather than occidental requires more than the usual amount of 

open-mindedness and reorientation of views and values . This is es-

pecially true of Japan . In order that any facet of its culture be 

studied , and especially its architecture, a certain amount of background 

is necessary . 

Therefore , the next section of this thesis will constitute a 

brief summary of the necessary background for a more sympathetic under-

standing of the written material , namely• architectural history , geogra-

phy and way of life . 
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ARQfITEQVRAL HISIQRX . 

Japan has been occupied by a civilized people for more than a 

mUlennium nd e half . The racial stock is a ixture of several 

peoplees the Ainu, the Yamato, aftd the Oiinese and Koreans . The Ainu, 

th aboriginal inhabitants of the islands , w re slowly pushed north by 

invading groups and tod y form an insignificant part of the population 

leaving almost no cul turd impact . The Yamato weH bands of emigrants 

·from the e st and $OUthea t fringes of As1 and ot her adjacent islands , 

This group forms the largest segment of the population and the most im-

portant culturally. There were lso emigrations from Korea nd Northern 

China . 

Au.thentie Japanese history, as far s dates are concerned, be• 

gins with the Fifth Century . The history of the country is extremely 

interesting, but not necessary for a study of its architecture. The 

architectural h1sto:ry1 as w1th all natione howeve~ , i s closely t i ed t o 

events of historical prominence . 

There ar several olassUications of Japanese architectur by 

period . The classification et down by Jiro H1rada in his book , Jh& 

£.esaops pf Japanese Architeat,ure, is used as it 1a th simplest and is 

independent of J:panese names . It is as follows• 

I Pre-Bwidhht P rlod - ... - - • - - - ... ... • 552 AD 

II 

III 

IV 

The First Period of Chine e tnf luence -

The First t1onal1zation • • • - • • ... 

The Second P riod of Chin ae Influence 

553 .. aas 
886-1185 

118~1572 
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ABQHIECUJRAL HISTORY 

V Th Second Nationalization - - - - - - - 1573-1867 

VI The Period of European Influence - - - • 1868-1926 

VII The Present Period • - - - - - - - - • • 1927-
l Pre-BudcJbist perio4 { -552) 

In primitive ages the Jap nes lived in caves , as did other 

peoplee. As they becam far enough advanced, they built simple rect1• 

line r structur s similar to those found on many islands of the Pacific . 

This is logical as the arly $ettlers came from the South . The archi-

tecture has always been essentially a sub-tropical type, part1cularly 

the dwellings . These early type houses ar pre erved with slight devi• 

ation ln the $hrines of the Shinto religion. The shrine 1& the home of 

the Kami or Japanese dieties . The sacred regali of the religion wer 

111ov d from the Etnpel'or ' s Palace to a residence a.t . Ise in 29 BC. This 

hrine is rebuilt every twenty years after the original . From theee 

buildings at Ise e can get an idea what the early dwellings wer like~ 

(PIATB I ) 

Ir Ibe first Period gf Qiinese Influence (553-885) 

Previous buildings were of simple constructions and al"ch1tecture 

properly speaking entered Japan with Buddhism 1n 552 . 1be new religion 

came from Kore with many artisans to construct the temples of th new .. .. 
religion. During this period• the Temple at Horyuji, near N~ra , was 

b\Jilt in 6CJ7 AD and still stand s the oldest wooden building in the 

world . During this period the capital of the country w a Nara. Chinese 
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a~t pr dominated 1n 11 lk of life . Buddh1 m spread r pidly and a-

chieved close lliance with the imperial family . The import d aroh1• 

tecture w s quite advanced. Entasis wa used on the columns nd an e• 

laborate system of bracketing the roof exist d (Pl.ATE V). The :roofs 

ere of tile rather than the thatch that had been predomin t • 

lII The First Natioyl ization (885• 1185). 

ln 784, the capital wa moved to Kyoto, where it rema!n d for 

four cent uries . Ouring this period• there exhted a re ction against 

imported cul tu;r • Th Chinese style wa refined to meet n ti.on l taste . 

The buildings became noticeably different fro those fir t import d. 

The roof curves b came less pronounced and th d. tailing was s1mpl1f 1ed 

and refined . Tb rigid symmetry of the building grouping was abandoned 

and th torii replaced the posted gate . Th r s1denee remained s ple . 

The ar1 tocr tic mansions were group of buildings conn cted by corri ... 

dor and eparated by landscape gardens . Thh way of building wa 

called the Shindeo• ZWSuti (PIA TES It III ) . 

IV Ihe Seggod £eriqd of Chinese Influence ( 118.6•1572) 

The c p1tal of tbe country was hifted fro Kyoto to Kamakur , 

coincident with the shift of power from the nobility to the samurai or 

warrior class . The architecture shi fted to the Indian and Ch1ne$e 

styl s a commerce with the 1 tter country incr ased . D1.14ing the latter 

years of this per1od the country was rav ged with continual int rnal 

wars . 



The Zen sect of Buddhism, based upon meditation wa developed 

and had a strong influe·nce vpon the r sidence . A new style was de• 

veloped called the 5hgin .. zYlugJ (PLATES XV, XVI, XVlI , XVIII ) • 

The tea eeremony was born and it& rigid ce:-emonie found great 

favor with th mUitary cl ss . Tea house- architecture .was dev loped and 

exerted trong influence on the residence . 

Durttlg this p riod ,. mo$t of the featUHs we associate with the 
' Japanese house were 1nuoduced. Previously, it" did not differ greatly 

fi-om the early Eur,ope n oottag • 

The dwelling house uted tttami on the floor , sliding paper 

screens . the totpnQQll oi- al<;ove , helve . on the wall , fixed table by the 

window, coffered ceiling, narrow veranda and an entrance J;Qorn . 

Interior de~oration (PI.ATE XIII) developed a an art and occu-

pied the tnterett of the greatest painters• The exterior of the home 

remained unadorned. 

V lJ>.e Secgnd Njtionalizpt1sm (1~73•1667 ) 

The count~y gradually became unif !ed by a series of strong 

rule:r&J and a rigid feudal system was established resulting in a 

floud.sh of castle uchlteet\U'e . 

The a.rch1tectural attention shifted from shr1n s and temples to 

the building of me.n1 palaces , dwellings, tea rooms and castles . lb 

religiou arcb1 tee.tu+"• of tbe t!..mes becam stagnant . The tombs of the 

Tokugawa shoguns were built ln Nikko in a tyl extremely ornate and 
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decorative-corresponding to the Rena1$sance and Roccoco periods of 

Europe. 

Japan, fl'e from f orelgn influenc , developed the cult\lr of the 

common people• painting. phys and poems, 

During the latter p riod, Japan was isolated frOJn the rest of 

th world and inter st in construction and the arts gradually decreased .. 

VI Ihi Pu:iog of Eytopeao Influgnct (1868-1926) 

In 1853, Commodore Perry opened Japan to Western trade and in-

fluence . Previous to this time• very few European people lived in or 

traded with Japan . The country underwent extraordinary changes s it 

attempted to catch up with technology of the West . Western architecture 

was eagerly sought and copieds and many foreign architects practiced in 

Japan . !he majority of the bu.1ld1ngs were of the various revivals then 

sweeping the Western nations . ny of the&e building& wer ill suited 

to Japan and later were severely damaged during the earthquake of 1923. 

Howev r • they filled the void 1n bui lding styles left by th feudal aget . 

Much work was done in designing for artbq\Jakes; and all l,arge buildings 

recognized the special structural requirements dur1.og the later p~t of 

this period. 

VII Dte fresaot Period (1927• ) 

The present archit ct~e of Jepan reflects a nation till in a 

transitional stage and still full of the dilemmas of the old v rsus the 

new. The r !lance upon W stern styles , at l ast the classical forms , 
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has disappeared. The better buildings, though few in number , compare 

favorably with the contemporary architecture of the world . The archi-

tect\ll'al prof es&ion is just coming into its own. Many of the large 

buildings have been and continue to be born in the architectural f c-

tories of l rg contractors and muntctpal1t1es . lhe average home can 

still be built and designed by a master carpenter due to the standard-

ization of details. 

The design of th contemporary residence usually incorporates 

the facilities for both the traditional and Western style of living; 

most of the rooms a~e of traditional tatami mat& while a &i tting room 

will be provided with Weste~n furniture. 

The future would appear bright; however , as more and more of the 

buildings are cepturing the simplicity and grace of a rich architect~~al 

heritage. 
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PLATE. tl PLAN: SHIN EN-ZUKURl 

SHINDEN-ZUKURI LAY-O UT 
I 0 1 H C ENTUt:2.Y 

I. .SHJNDEtl Z, Tt:IJNOYA 3_ TSUR IOONo 4. fZUMIDONO 5. SIDE BUILDING 6."'fAIH ENTRANCE 7. SI DE 
EHTRA!i(f8- G?Rr: n 9. POliJJ 10. HILL 11.l)LAND J2.BRIDGE 
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PLATE. \I\ l SOM E.T t C: SHINDEN 

!50METRf C VIEW OF ''SHL DEfi'1 

. ,, 

I. KICf.lC',.Kf..N41N<i CURiAIN WITH MOVABLE FRNE.2.TATAMl,MAH. 3. SHiTONE,SllilNG 5EAT. 4-.SHITOMJ,. 
WOODEN FRA~E SHJTHR. 5. "UDAR / fliARSH-REED 5CR£:£H· 6. NI KAIZ.USH yPORTABLf:: 5HELYi::s .. 7. SLID ING DOOR· 
s .s_WIN(j DOOR 9 .WOODEN HODR Io. WOODEN STEP. I I-EXTERIOR YERAt-IDA· 



GEOOBAPHX 

G ographically, Japan , though a land small in area , encompasses 

a large variety of climatic experience because of t.ts xtreme length. 

Japan consists of four principal islands& Hokkaido, Honshu, 

Kyushu and Shikoku. The islands extend longitudinally from about 30° to 
0 45 , which is equivalent to the longitudinal difference between Georgia 

and Maine . 

the cities of Kyoto and Tokyo, loc~ted on Honshu, have been the 

cultural and historical centers of Japan. It is in these ar as that Ja• 

panese architecture developed. 

The northern island of Hokkaido has a more severe climate than 

the rest of Japan. This island was until ~ecently sparsely populated 

and has made no important cultural impact on the nation . 

Kyushu and Shikoku, the southern islands, are warmer than 

Honshu. They f 1gured in the early history of the nation; but later 

lagged behind the development in Honshu. For these re~sons most of the 

d·iscussion will be specif1cally directed to Honshu and statistics from 

these areas will be used, although most of the statements will be true 

of the nation s a whol e. 

The total area of the islands is approximately equal to that of 

cauf ornia . Much of the land is uninhabit able due to th• numb~rous 

mountains and forestlands . Seventy-five percent of the land is rugged 

land whose averege slopes exceed 1~0 and , hence , is unfit for nor 1 

cultivation. The country has always been densely populated. It has now 
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a populatlon equal to half that of the United States. The saving fector 

is the warm cU.JDate and plentiful rainfall that affords long growing 

seasons. 

The centers of population are the plains and river basins. Most 

of the towns a~e of the agglomerated or cluster type. The large cities, 

developed during the feudal p riod, were compact and rectilinear in f ofJD. 

Cities developed at sites of castle , temples and 5hrines, military 

posts and seaports. The roost common and largest cities wer-e developed 

around castles. 

Japan, though short of net\Jl'al resources, is blessed as being 

one of the most completely forested of civilized natlons--approximately 

54.5 per cent of the land area ts forested. ost of the forests are on 

the lower mountain slopes. There is a fine variety of native trees• 

th most J,.mportant be1ng cryptomeria, cedar, cypress and cherry. 

The majority of the people earn their living through fuming and 

f1 hing. The $oc1ety is agrarian in natw:eJ and the basic food staple 

is rice. Industry, in recent years, has played an important part in the 

economy~ This h s been largely nee ssary a$, in spite of soil conserva-

~ion, f ert111zatlon and the use of every square inch of land, the nation 

is unable to grow enough food for the population. 

ClwticaUy, Japan is often classed as sub-tropical. It is a 

member of the monsoon realm of eastern and southeastern Asia and, s 

such, is subject to high humidity and heat, heavy rainfall and strong 

• 



typhoon wind • 

The cl te h a been compared to the Atlantic se,board and Ml s1s• 

sippi valley states of similar latitudes . Tokyo, 1n mid- Japan, is 

located at ebout the same longitude a$ Winston-Salem, North caroU.nJ . 

The climatic stathtic for Tokyo are ch rted at the end of this section. 

Japan is a humid land no $eotion of which suf f e~s from seasonal 

or yearly def icieney in rain . In urruner the combination of humidity and 

heat ke the climate sultry and oppressive . Tb sky ls generally ovel""' 

cast but bright. The major cities of Hon$hU experience heavy snowfall$, 

but these are infrequent and of short duration . 

Japaa ls also one of the g:reat earthquake centers of the world-

subject to almost daily earthquake many of whi ch an imperceptible ex-

cept to instrument calculation. There have been many national disasters 

as a i-esult of these demons of natur • The earthquake of 1923, perhaps 

the most famous of recent times, caused 1mm nse damage to 11f e and 

property 1n the Tokyo area . 

Th s geographical factors are of prime importance in understand-

ing th culture and architecture of the p ople . 



Climatic Statistics 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July 

*Percent Sunshine 69 65 55 42 52 43 24 

*Percent Humidity 59 57 63 71 73 76 84 

*Average Temperature 36.5 39.2 43.0 52.5 64.0 71.5 75.0 
pO 

*Average Rainfall .75 1.12 2.69 5.9 3.3 5.25 4.36 
inch 

*Wi·nd Metres Per See 2.6 3.2 3.9 3.4 3.3 3.0 2.3 
N N N NNE s s NE 

* Tokyo Ministry of Health - 1934 

Aug Sept Oct 

47 20 32 

79 84 79 

79.0 71.0 58.0 

.92 8.1 7.73 

2.6 2.7 2.s 
s N N 

Nov 

51 

69 

51.5 

5.57 

2.3 
N 

Dec 

43 

66 

42.5 

3.6 

2.4 
N 

~ w 
I 
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WAY OF LtfE 

As an Asian nation, the customs, society and religion of Japan 

differ widely fro those of the Western nations. 

The country has been cultured for many centuries . The first 

civilization was transplanted from Chin ; hich at that time was greatly 

advanced above the other peoples of the world . the Japanese have de-

veloped this culture into a way of Ufe that , while Asian in nature, has 

strong national characteristics . 

In the early religion of Japan are embodied many of the princi~ 

ples that have had a strong effect on the life of the people . Although 

the country now pr~ctices both the Shinto and Buddhist religions , lmost 

all of the people believe some of the tenets of or participate in some 

of the ceremonies of the Shinto religion . The religion is a combination 

of ancestor worship and nature worship . Th former has made a meaningful 

thing of the family unit while the latter has h. d a strong influence on 

the architectUl'eof the country . 

The Shinto shrines , wh1oh are located throughout the country, are 

the places of worship of the religion . The religion is not congrega-,, 
tional in nature since the priests do not preach to the peoplet and there 

is no strong doctrine or dogma . The KW,, or gods, are a combinaU.on of 

traditional beings with power and the spiritual forces that control the 

physical universe . 

• • • • In my opinion the idea of man is the ability to live ac• 
<:ording to the great and basic principle of the Universe and be 
obedient to it •• • • While rationality is one of the merits of man, 
it often leads hlm to lose individuality and to trangress the laws 
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of nature . It is natural that thetrespassing of the law of nature is 
accompani d by punishment . • • • The kinchless of the Universe may 
be shown by the r gulat1on of mankind through natural instincts and 
aptitude and their accompanying pleasure and discomforts •• • • Now 
mankind ell over the world is subject to various envtronmental condi• 
t~ons ••• , we must not only harmonize ourselves with the Universe, 
but also with the sun, the earth •••• 

Thus our Kami 1s born among us . It is tbe spiritual fore that 
controls the various physical environments without which it is im-, 
possible for us to enjoy our existence •••• 

The unity of Kami and man is the pivotal doctrine of Shinto . -
Sunami Tak1sh1 , •Architecture of Shinto Shrines ," Architectural Ja-
QeQ 01d New. 

lhus , love of nature is one of the principal characteristies of 

the Japanese people. 

The material things of life are second in importance to spirit• 

ual values . The average f amlly bas few posses&ions generally consisting 

of objects of art that ar seasonally displayed 1.n the tgkongm.ih of 

which later mention will be niade. Due to the damaging ff ects of h\.lll1d1-

ty and the real threat of fire , these objects are f>tored in places other 

than the nome--usually a store house of turdy construction outside the 

house . these builoings are of mud or stone and are solidly sealed a• 

gainst moisture and thievery. 

The nation has developed a strong unity of custom and taste , 

largely due to its isolation and feudal syst m and centuries of dev lop-

ment and civilization . This national taste embodies a strong aesthetic 

sensitivity. However, custom has not stood as a dogma to stifle individu-

al creativeness . the country has quickly adopted foreign culture that 

harmonized with the nature of the people. The peaceful co-existe'nce of 
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Buddhism and Shintoism testif 1ed to this tolerance. 

Mention has been made of the pecul1artties of the Japanese mode 

of living. Tilese shall b• stated with their resultant impression on the 

rea!dence so that they will not confuse or detrect from later mention of 

the home . 

The most noticeable and uncomfortable aspect of J panese llvillg 

to a foreigner 1s the fact that the Japanese live on the floor of their 

homes (PIA TE IV) • 

The floor covering , made of several inches of rice straw matting 

covered by • finely woven mat of ruehes , is resUent and &oft to the 

weight of the body. These mats ; called totwpi , are made 1.n six foot by 

three foot sizes . 

Shoes are removed at the entrance to the house so that the deli-

cate mats are not injured by them and because it ts considered unsani• 

tary to wear them indoors. Inside the home the occupants wear either 

slippers or go barefoot . 

Upon these tataml the whole business of Japane$e living is eon-

ducted. lllere is no furniture and the floor becomes the chair for m~als 1 

social gatherings, reading and recreation. At night the bedroll is 

taken from the clo9et and the floor becomes the mattress . For meals the 

table is elther already in place or taken from the closet and the part1c1• 

pants sit on the floor around it . 

Another peculiarity of Japanese living is the pparent hardiness 
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of the people , tnsof ar as the Japane$e ho~se 1e traditionally wtthout 

beating system. The main source of heat ls a small charcoal burner, 

known as Qibacb1 1 around which the occupants of the house warm their 

hands and feet . 

It is true that Japan is not noted for the sevel"ity of its 

w1ntersJ however, a glance at the average temperatures 1.n the section of 

climate cont~ol will convince the reader that the winters are far from 

warm. According to Professor KobQyaski of Ni.hon University in the old 

l1terature of Japan,. many l'eferences are made to the discomforts of th.e 

people during the summe~ heat while carce mention is made of dis• 

comfit\.ll"e in wl.nter . 

these facets of Japanese life do not erect an impenetrable 

bari-ier to its understand~ng no:r do they make the archit cture an e•o• 

tefic swbject without 1nternational applications . 
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PLATk IV WOOD-BLOCK PRlNl - MIRO~Ul'~ 
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The lesson of Japanese architecture for the western 
world may be summarized briefly as standardization, 
variety in unity, conformity to a mode of living• con-
nection with nature, mimplicity, and of course useful-
ness to purpose. - c. a. Holme , "Introduction,• ~ 
Lessons of Japanese Arcbitectµre. 
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Although there is an increasing acceptance of Western style 

living amgng the Japanese people,. their traditional architectural ex-

pression is still predominate. The better designed homes are es• 

sentially Japanese i ,n taste and general characteristics . Therefore, 

this thesis will examine the Japanese residence as it was built before 

the advent of Admiral Perry and 1s st1ll beingbuilt today. 

Like any other country, the homes of Japan fal l into three cate-

gories according to the location and economic status of the owner . They 

ares the farm homes , the city homes and the hqmes of the wealthy, which 

are found in both locals . These will not be treated separately . Basi-

cally, the same principles will be found in all to a greater or a lessor 

degree . 

Let us then examine the av~rage Japanese hou$e . Upon first dis-

cov~ry , it 1s seen only as a tile roof- a tantalizing view to the inquisi.,. 

tive . This is because the hous is generally fenced 1n with walls. or 

shrubbe:y. When we ente:r the grounds, we find that the house is invar1 ... 

ably one-storied and set on stilts each bearing upon a stone . tt is 

b\:lilt of wood that has been left to the elements to age and mellow. The 

whole is surrounded by a se;ries of gardens and green hrubbery. 

With a closer look. we dis~over that in place of windows thete 

are sliding doors which aJ"e covered with paper. Inside, separating the 

rooms , are more sliding doors , The ceilings are of wood and the floor 

covering is a series of woven mats . We note the absence of color 
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and decoration on the walls and of furniture on the floor . After seeing 

more houses, we decide they are 11 very similar in appearance. They are 

all unpainted, have the same sliding doors and tile roofs . 

We b come aware of the vast differences between the Japanese 

house and those of our own land. We try to understand this strange phe• 

nomenon--the Japanese house . An age lDng struggle of a people to shelter 

themselves from the elements provides comfort and crettes a pleasant 

atmosphere in which to live. 
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CL!lfATIC CONTROL 

The prevaUing type of Japanese house was designed for the never 
ending sum.mer of the tropics . TM.s would appea.r to be one of the cul• 
tural features that the Japanese inherited from that branch of tnelr 
stock which moved northwa1d from the troptcal islands and .coastland$ 
of Southeastern Ada . • Gle.M Thomas Trewal'tha • Jjpan o Physicpl . 
~ult;yral • . anq . Begiooa l G@ograph¥ . · 

The Japanese house does an excellent job of p:votecti1'9 its occu-

pants from those elements it was designed to withstand . As has been 

previously mentioned ,, it would be unsuitable for most Westerners during 
I 

winter+ Traditionally. this defect has never bothered the Japanese . 

!he cU.mati~ statbti<::s shown on page 23 prove Japan to be a 

country subject to heavy rainfall and hot humid summers. These con· 

ditions have been dealt with by several details of Japanese con t.ruct!on . 

Basements are almost non•existent 1n the Japanese house; ~ather 

the floor is set off the grolmd from one to three feet . This keeps the 

ho'U$e free from dampness• a$ much as possible , and allows the breeze to 

dry •nd cool it by circul ating under the house. 

The solution of the problem of summer heat and heavy ;rain are . 

by necessity , closely related. In order that the house be kept cool• it 

m~st be open during the ummer rain that fall almost d Uy . 

. Almost all Japanese homes have sh ltertng eave& that e:xtend 

several feet on ll shies of the house . In some of the old large te.mple 

bulldlngs the roofs extend as much es twelve feet beyond the walls . 

These eave keep the walls dry and cool , allow the windows and doo~s to 

be kept open during r in and keep the hot summer sun from the interior of 
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of the house . 

The roofs are steeply pitched so that their tile or thatch con-

struction can shed the ralns and snows effectively. 

The rooms have a $Uspended ceiling of wood. The space under the 

l"afte:rs ls vented to help cool the house . 

The ,sUd1ng window wall of the home is made up of several ele ... 

ments . The outer panels are of solid wood . These are stored tn a box 

at the end of the verandah. They are used to seal the house during 

driving rains and winter nights . The inner panels are wood framed and 

covered wittl §ho,U paper {thesis cover sheet ) • These panels allow 

privacy, softly diffuse the light and afford a $mall measure of ,i nsu• 

lation . in place of shoU , bamboo or reed screens are sometimes hung 

f~om the eaves during the summer . These screen ~eep out the rain and 

sun and allow a freer passage of air than the §boji . Modern homes are 

usually additionally equipped with glaied sliding panels , lower U.ghtG 

of which are frequently of frosted glass .. The e p nels keep out the 

CQld more effectively. These glated panel$ have not replaced the paper 

covered panels but are merely supplementary. All. of these panels sllde 

on tracks, are removable and can b used singly or in combination to 

produce a de$1red effect and meet a variety of conditions . 

The normal procedure before building a house is to secure the 

services of a soothsayer who advises the owne~ in the orientating of 

hie house on his lot. 
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Although the orientation h · teeped in custom and S\lperstition• 

it is based upon atmospheric conditions and hygienic principals . The 

house is opened on the south to secure the swnmer bre z and the winter 

sun . The north side is pr•dominately solid wall to exclude winter wind . 

The hOU$es are topheavy in construction due to th heavy thatch 

or t ile roofs . Actually, tbis helps the house to resist th strong 

winds and seasonal typhoons to which the country is subjected . The 

buildings rest on stones and are not tied to the ground . This all ows 

them to withstand the force of earthquakes . In addition, they aJ'e built 

of wood , which has more strength and flexibility agai·nst seismic shocks 

than nave stone or brick buildings . 

Thus , the house withstands forces of nature extremely well and 

is adapted to the climatic conditions which the country experiences . 
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•••• Since the technique of· woodworking does not alter, the 
country has always retained a large population of these artisans 
living simply and inexpensively, yet able to do fine wo~k, and owing 
to their long apprenticeship and hereditary craft,, endowed with an 
ey naturally ensitive to harmony of form and balance. - A. L. 
Sadler, A Sbort History of Japanese Architecture. 

One of the main reasons the Japanese architect of today finds bis 

professional practice d1ff1eult is that h is considered unnecessary in 

the design of a residence. The m ster carpenter can complete a house after 

receiving instructions from the prospective owner. This is possible be-

cause of the standardization of sizes, detaUs and component parts of th 

Japanese .house. Centuries of developlllent have resulted in the comon 

acceptanee of a system of construction, usage of materials, routine of 

living and an esthetical taste that have made the Japanese house the most 

nearly prefabr1c ted and modularly coordinated building in the world. 

The unifying factor of all residences is their scale. It is a 

scale based upon the human f igure such es that preached by Corbusi.er and 

other outstanding architects of our tim • Since the verage Japanese is 

short 1n stature, six feet has become accepted as the unit of measure. 

Lumberyard and craftsman stock readymade sliding doors and floor 

mats,measuring approximately six feet by three feet. These two items are 

the major components of walls and floors. Thus, the major part of the 

construction is imned1ately available leaving only the structural framing 

to compl te the house. Experience has dictated the necessary she for 

these members until they have become standardized. The framing ts p~ecut 
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and assembled on the ground. This is faeUitated by the method of joining . 

AU wood is joined without n Us by various methods of notching, mortise 

and tenon and wooden pegs . The struct\U'e ls very often erected in one day, 

imd h accompanied by ceremony for the raising of the ridge pole . 

In spite of this standardization of parts and unity of effect , 

there 1s a wide variety of solutions that can be obtained . The location 

of the house on the lot• the size of the rooms, and the null'lber of rooms 

all allow for diff rences. The r lationship of the rooms to each other 

and to the garden is not standardiz d and allows for further v~iety. 

There are also several diff rent styles of roofs that are commonly used. 

However small the e differences might seem, the appearance of a 

group of these homes is never monotonous . This is true because of the 

architectural feeling of the people.. Each house blends into a homo-
,. 

genous group that, like the trees in the forest , offers variety in unity. 
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The most important and fundamental characteristic of Japanese 
architecture is that it is based on the skillful use of various woods, 
and it 1s there.fore to wooden. buildings that one has to look if one 
wishes to study and appreciate the pec;:uUar features of construe .... 
tional technique and artistic expression in truly representative Ja-
panese Architecture. - Hideto Klshida , Japaneie Architecture. 

While European architecture 1s an 'rchitecture of ma onry, one 

must always associate Japanese architectt.1re with carpentry . Japanese 

achievement in wood are equal to those of the Gothic period 1n Si:>ne . 

The land is naturally endowed with great forests and fine woods . 

Although there is no shortage of stone , it is seldom used except in the 

castles of the country where we f 1nd the lone exampl es of ston archi .... 

tecture, 

Because the people have a strong affection for an.d affinity with 

nature, their architeoture is one of natural materials which they treat 

with understanding . 

There are dogmatic .rul es for turning a felled tree into structural 

members so that the resultant product will be as free as possible from de-

facts and warping. While wood is con.sidered to b a temporary terial 

when xposed to the elements. the fact that the Temple at HOryGj i still 

$tands 'fter 1300 years 1s mute testimony of the correct u age of mat rial . 

The structural system ts column and beam. Quite often round 

members are used in the construction. Seasoned lumber is difficult to 

obtain so the co.iumns are gener lly split and wedged on theh1dden side to 

keep the exposed portion from shrinking and racking. Th wood membei-s 
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are not sealed with paint b\lt are allowed to breath and hence attain long 

life . The early buildings which were built by imported Korean artisans 

were colored with read oxide of lead which was more a stain than a paint 

(PI.ATE V). This practise was discontinued by the Japanese artisans . The 

wood floors are finished by rubbing with wet rags until they are highly 

polished and smooth as silk. 

When a solid wall 1s desired to close the bays between columns , 

the area is generally plastered. This plaster consists of mud with a 

straw binder applied to bamhoo lath . The finish coat contains a fine 

sand and is left naturally colored . Recently a lime f inisb has been used 

and this is left white . 

The shoii , or exterior sliding doors, are wood framed and 

covered with white translucent paper made from the paper-mulberry bush . 

Thh paper allows the light to be evenly diffused on th interior regard-

leu of the angle of the light source . With the light source at an angle 

.of 3o0 (measured between a perpendicular to t he window and the line of the 

light rays) , the sbo1i paper has a rate of diffus:t.on of 42. 2 as compared 

to only 2.2 for frosted glass . 

The roof a are either of tile or thatch . The heavy tiles are un-

glazed and steel gray 1n color. Special pieces are used in the valleys , 

on the rldges and hips and at the eaves . The thatch ~oofS are meticu-

lously built up of straw to a thickness of about one foot and capped with 

special devices at the ridge. 
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USE OF MAU1RIALS 

Since natural materials are used without finish , the less dufable 

parts grow unsightly . If th owner is financially able , he frequently 

replaces bamboo fences , §bo1i paper and tatami mats thus maintaining the 

beauty of his dwelling. The Japanese delight in the appearance of these 

new materials . Their philosophy is such that their existence on earth. is 

only a part .of the overall plan; thus their construction 1s in many 

irespects temporary. The permanent pal"ts of the house, the columns and 

beams, mellow and silver with age and their beauty is enhanced . 
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The Japanese hQme possesses a ·wonderful flexibility . During the 
night and in wi.nter it is a box hermetically elosed to the exterior , 
divided into rooms inside . ln summer away with the shutters, the 
paper windo &; doo:r1i , and partiti.ons . The house becomes nothing more 
than a pavUUon open to all the winds , - Antonin & Hopei P. Raymond , 
" On Japanese Residences ," Ars;hitectyrfl .. Japan Old New. 

The extreme fled.biU ty of the Japanese house 1s due in large 

deg:i;-ee to the mode of 11f e previously mentioned, wherein furnit ure h 

almoQt non.,.existent . With the absence of furniture ,. we also lose usage 

names of areas such as living room, bedroom and dining room. Th.e end 

result is an. opportunity for multiple use of space that the Japanese 

have taken advantage of to the maximum . 

When we lose t he identity of an area • we also l ose the necessity 

of setting it apart from other aJ>eas~ Thus, the interior of Japanese 

home h divided by sl iding panels and it becomes o.ne a:rea or several at 

will . The space consuming corridor is eliminated by the same dev$.ce . 
" The only thing resembl ing a corridor in the Japanese house is the ve-

randah which runs along the outside of the house . This ext:reme f lexi ... 

bility extends to the ext$:-1or walls of the house , which may be thrown 

open completely making the inside and outside one . When this is done , 

the verandah is a viewing place from which to appreciate the garden . 

The garden is an integral part of the Japanese house , which is 

designed around these gardens so they can be seen from the interior . 

If the owner is fortunate enough to have a site that ovei-looks one of 

nature ' s beauties , every effort is made to afford the maxltnurn view of 
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feature . 

The average Japanese lot is extremely small as the country :Ls 

densely populated and land is at a pliemium. ln spite of this fact, maxi.., 

mum privacy and seclusion is obtained from what would otherwise be in ... 

tolerable c:rowding by the clever use of gardens and walls . 

The~e is a tremendous variety of attractive fences of wood• bamboo, 

stone and vegetation . The lot is usually entered through a gate in the 

wall . The p:roteetion of family privacy from the community has rec.eived 

.more attention than privacy within the family . 

The Japanese residence being but a succession of rooms without 
walls and only divided by sliding doors does not admit of much priva-
cy--a fact that must have had considerable influence on the manners 
of its inhabitantss for witholrt suitable etiquette and uncommon 
neatness it would not be tolerable to live in ••• • - A. L. Sadler; 
A pbort flistotY . of J,uumHe Ar'hUieGture . 

The Japanese people have adapted to this condition o.r else it is 

a result of their nature . Their voices are seldom ratsed in bohterous 

outbreaks but are rather calm and even. 

It seems then that for the Japanese, privacy from sight is more 

important than pl'ivacy h·om the other senses . The noren, which is a deco• 

rative cloth panel hanging we.r the upper half of the doorway, is used in 

the ent:ranceways of restaUl"ants and .shops to obtain visual privacy. 

One of the most important and finest areas ln the Japanese house 

1$ the genkiD or entrance , which displays excellent workmanship and ma-. 

terials (PLATE XIX ). The feeling is that the areas of the house serving 
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the guests should be the finest . 

It is in the entrance that the guests remove their shoes and don 

the slippers that are waittng for them. The entrance level is half the 

distance between the ground and the inside floor level and is set apart 

from the rest of the house by sliding doors that protect the interior 

from view. There is usually a secondary entrance to the house that is 

utilized as a family entrance. 

ln the main, and largest , room in the house meals are taken and 

guests are received. Along one wall are located certain standard details 

which form an important pa~t of the room. These are the t9konQJD9 , or 

alcove , and shelving; The j;o1conom1 ls the showcase of the house . The 

walls of all other rooms remain unadorned and undecorated except for the 

textures of the natwral materials that compose them. The tokoooma usu-

ally contains seasonal scroll paintings and flower arrangements . The 

seat near st the tokonrnpa is always reserved for guests as a place of 

honor . The shelving is an artistic form, decorative as well as function-

al , used to hold varied bric-a~brac that are highly regarded by the 

family . 

The closets are located along one wall with the contents hidden 

behind sliding doors of the same type used to separate the rooms. 

The one area of the Japanese house that is set apart from t~e 

others and clearly defined is the bath . This is an important unit of 

the house as the Japanese are noted for cleanliness . The room 1 sunny, 



cheerful and well ventilated. If possible• the bath is oriented so that 

the room has a pleasant view. When this is impossible, a small garden is 

the subst:ltute. 
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ls there any other civilization f :or which beautifying means elimi-
nation? lt is through increased simplicity and elimination that the 
man of taste finds elegance. - Antonin & Hopei P. Raymond, "On Ja~ 
panese Residences,• Architectural Jagan Old New. 

The architecture of the Japanese house by nature does not tl'y to 

dazzle or seduc th vie er upon first meeting; neither does it bor or 

weary him with constant usage but rather provides a pleasant restful at• 

mosphere full of deep surprises and experience . 

The p"re simplicity of the Japanese home raises it into the realm 

of art. It stands as a symbol of the reality it ,contains. There is nothing 

that is not necessary and those things that are required have been blended 

into the whole with great finesse. 

The architecture of the countl'y, as it is most typified in the 

residence and temple, was imported, with Buddism, from India and China. 

The Japanese we.re not long in making it a true national architecture. 

The nationalization was mostly a result of stmplif~.cation and refinement. 

One of the simplest and most beaut1f ul portions of the Japanese 

house is the roof. Whether of tile or thatch, it is a simple functional 

un1fyin9 factor. The Chinese roof, first imported, was curvilinear in 

lines and tended toward the ornamental. By straightening and simplifY"" 

ing, the Japanese dev loped the most beautiful roof in the world. 

The spl:rit of the architecture is a pure one that has no tricks 

of curve or of color. 

Essentially it is an architecture of the straight line-the 



nature of wood. The Une forms planes and these planes. always at right 

angles, form the interior space. The characteristic use of the straight 

line ls most obvious in the plan composit1on and proceeds cleax-ly into 

the elevations and interiors. 

The elevation is a pure expression of structure, The structural 

columns are exposed and give the building its form and design quality . 

The unif ormty of spacing of the structural members produces a unity that 

ties together the varied elements and mater!ah of constructi9n, 

The elevation is a composition of lines and areas that resembles 

a Mondrian painting. The de ligate tracery .of window frames , white sbg,U 

pape:r and the solid plaster walls is broken by the strong lines of the 

columns. 

The -colors of the home ai-e the colors of nature and as such are 

always in h rmony. t.ove of nature in its pure forms is a real part of 

the life of every person . Yet in no way can their use of natural materials 

and colors be called rust!c •. The .neutral and soft shades do not detract 

the eye from whatever it is viewing whether it be the garden. another 

human being o;r the scroll in the tqJsoDQfJ!i • As a result, the home i.s very 

restful as it does not tax the individual by its prominence but gives 

peace through its simplicity. 

All the senses are affected by the Japanese nouse. There a~e few 

$OUnds. more pleasant. than slippers on tat9mi mats,. rain dropplng from the 

eaves to the gravel below, or sliding doors and partitions gliding along 



their grooves . The wood, paper and tatami surfaces are smooth and pleasant 

to the touch. If cedar is ~sed, there is a pleasant smell throughout the 

housef and tatami has a eharacteristic and pleasant odor . 

The Japanese garden is a study in itself and true justice cannot 

be given to it in this thesis . However, its mention is indispensable as 

the garden is not meant to stand by itself but to be an integr 1 part of 

the planning of the house . 

The garden takes many f ormsa Sometimes a miniature landscape 

containing dwarfed trees, hills , a pond a.nd bridgesf at other times no 

more than a lawn of white gravel and large rocks . 

However, the important thing ls that the ho\,lse is integrdly con-

nected with nature . It is never meant to stand by itself as a symbol of 

ostentation. 

A beauty that is not all on the surf ace, but is to be discove~ed 
by degrees , in simplicity with seve~1ty, in the avoidance of what is 
gaudy, crude, or ostentatious . - C. G. Holmes , " Introduction" Jhi. 
Lessons of Japanese Arcb1tect)AJ'e. · 
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It seems therefore that the exotic no longer exists in 
Europe for Japan or in J pan for Europe . International 
cultural felations, ••• may now be effectively ~ulti
vated, because logic• both rational and aesthetic is 
alike..-though countries and thetr peoples be different . 
Progress and the correction of errors follow upon the 
recognit1on of this . - Bruno Taut, Fyndaineotals of Ja-
»apese ArphiteGiure . 
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east-west IH'I;eBSECIXCli 

It should be obvious to the reader th t there are vast differences 

between the society, culture and traditions of American & Japan. Any 

hous is the product of these factors. To transplant a Japanese home in 

American would be as foolish and disasterous as violating the natural laws 

of flora and fauna . There are, however, certain factors of civilization 

that are universal rather than regional• the laws of nature, th nature 

of man and the principles of the arts . That certain cultures have more 

fully recognized and adhered to these principles is evident. It was the 

intention of Part Two of this thesis to show that Japan in its past was 

such a nation and, s a result, produced an architecture worthy of recog-

nition. lt is an architecture that deserves the attention of the Western 

world not because of the solution of a regional problelil""-although this 

was well done-•but becau e of the incorporation of the universal 

principles of all good architecture. 

The characteristics of Japanese archit cture have been categori~ 

cally discussed in the preceding page with an attempt to emphasize these 

universal principles . A certain amount of regionalism was neoe sary to 

do complete justice to the sUbject. Many of the curiosities of the archi• 

tecture and way of life were excluded, as a preoccupation with them would 

have been following the way of the wanton dilettante . Similarly, in the 

following pag s purely regional, technical,, and utilitarian consideration 

must not be allowed to assume an importance beyond that which is theirs. 

The applicable principles are not new but are rather the universal 
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language of Architecture, which become more meaningful through example 

and application. In this section of the thesis, then, .an attempt will be 

made to r&-evaluate Japanese architecture and establish its application 

to contemporary residential design . 

The following qu.otatlon states the facets of Architectural 

thinking which have developed the contemporary American residence and, 

by coincidence, parallel the categories used to discuss the Japanese resi-

dence . 

If it 1s true that any good architecture recognizing the inf lu• 
ences of its own times in history must be based on those influences 
as well as the differences between them and the influences of other 
times• what are the factors we should look into to explain our 
present day residential architecture? They seem to fall into the 
following categories• the program, the site , space organization , 
the environment , construction and materials; and aesthetics . -
Thomas H. Creighton and Katherine Morrow Ford, American House Today. 

If these are the factors that explain our present day archi-_ 

tecture , is it not more than coincidence that they are also the factors 

that explain the ancient Japanese architecture? Even if we concede that 

these are the factors that explain the architecture of every period, we 

find a link between Japanese and Contemporary archltecture that does not 

exist with other great archit.ecture of the pasts namely, they have common 

goal and common results . 

The quotation used in the introduction is worth repeating here to 

reiterate this points 

An architect working in Japan })as the advantage of seeing materi-
alized before him in Japanese architecture and civilization, funda-



mental principles the rediscovery of which s the goal of modern atch1~ 
tecture • .,.. Antonin Hopei P. Raymond, •on Japanese Residences,• A;ccb1-
tectura1 JaJ<aD Ol,g New, 

Since a praise of Japanese architecture is not usual.ly encountered 

in the formal study of architecture, search was made to see what the 

leading architects of today felt about the infl\4ence of Japan on ContempO"" 

rary architectur • 

The following architects were lavish with their praise and showed 

that there was possibly some influence, but they did not directly ac-

knowledg-e any on their· own wo:r:k. 

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHTa 
During my later years at the ~k Park wo:rkshop, Japanese prints 

had intrigued me . • • • Ever since t discovered the print Japan had 
appealed to me as the most romantic, artistic, nature•inspired 
country on earth , Later 1 fo~nd that Japanese art and architecture 
really did have organic character , Their art was nearer to the earth 
and a more indigenous product of native conditions of life and work, 
therefore, more nearly modern as I saw it, than any European civili-
zation altve or dead . An Au:t;obiog:rapby. 

Ric;HARO NEUTRAt 
The standardized, lightweight• most simply furnished Japanese 

home , so neatly related to a well-balanced way of living, has been a 
deep moral inspiration to me for several decades . as well as the 
tho:rough, consistent technical propriety of its essentials and de-
tails . I feel warmly grateful to a people who nave made this grand 
offering to the world . ArGh1teQtutjl forwn, January 1953. 

WAL!ER GROPIUS& 
From my early beginnings as an architect , 1 was greatly intrigued 

and attracted by the Japanese houee . Its lightness , i t s flexibility 
and pleasing lines impressed me deeply. The restrained order of its 
stanclard1zed building parts appealed to .me as the hallmark of a 
deeply rooted culture adaptable to any new development . The el ements 
for today$ industrial prefabrication seem to be inherent in this 
ancient modular conception whkh simultaneously left freedom for a 
great variety of compositions , avoi ding monotony.. Archi;tectural fgryrn, 
January 1953 . 
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The following architects den.ied the possibility of Japanese influ-

ence on the modern movement . 

MARCEL BREUER a 
Traditional Japanese Architecture was not widely known in Europe 

at the beginning of the Twentie • • • • I don't know whether there 
was any influence from Japanese architecture on modern archit cture 
whUe the basic development took place . Later on. of course , I was 
very much impres.sed by. traditional Japanese rchitecture, and I found 
it at many ·points a confirmation of my own aims . At,bitpctµral 
forum, January 195.3. · 

HENRY HILLa 
Many times· the 'influence' of the Japanese architecture on the 

West Coast 1s mentioned-I cannot accept this. If there is a sim1.,. 
l .a:rity of result ; it is only because of a possible s1mila:rity of 
conditions . • • • The ways of life are very diffe~ent and I believe 
the basic thinking and consequent results ••• must again be very 
different . Architectyral forµm , January 1953. · 

Regardless of v.hich view is accepted, the final brief quotation 

points out the complete unawareness of most Western architects bout the 

Architecture of Japan. 

I . M. PEii 
The Katsura Palace in Kyoto should be considered as seriously as 

the Acropolis , but I don ' t believe it was even mentioned in Bannister 
Pletcher . Ar,hitectµrai Porwn- January 1953. 
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t:Jie program 

The purpose of any residence is to provide a shelterW"lerein a 

family carry on the varied processes of life, known as living . 

Through the ages , man bas developed knowledge of and control over 

hb environment; his culture has been broadened through advances in edu• 

cationJ and his leisure has been lAcreased through social reforms . Al-

though the processes of livlng have ~emained the same, the comforts and 

conveniences of performing these acts have been greatly increased• they 

have been softened by the great technology of the age in which we live• 

In every country, the great diff etences between the program of 

the home of today and the home of yesteryear are the provisions made for 

comfort , ease of occupancy and sanitation . These differences are ·ex-

pressed in our kitchens , in our bathrooms, and in the increased space de-

voted to our storage and activities . 

That present day American living habits di.ff er greatly from those 

of past and present day Japan cannot be denied . The needs of the Ameri-

can family and the mechanical conveniences and building technology of our 

time have been discussed in many volumns and are very f amilar to the 

student of architecture. !her fore, the real need lies ln giving the 

home a character beyond the d1agramatic schemes and mechanieal assemblies 

available to us, 

Before accepting a program, let us examine the program of a Ja-

panese home as we see its 

The program of the Japanese house is to provide place to live , 
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thi .RJ'QQl'am 

within limited quarters, fashioned in simple elegance and built with 

beautiful materials . It must provide the following amenities of life• 

privacy from the outside worlds a view ·Of nature to be enjoyedJ living 

areas to be used separately t or together; each flexible in use1 the ap-

pendages necessary to provide for an orderly UfeJ and one spot in the 

home for the display of tne creations of man and nat \ll'e . 

Such a description may sound overly poetic and unrealistic , yet 

many Japanese think of tbei~ homes in this sense . 111 this description 

can, also be found a clear-cut program. It is like a theorem in geometry , 

wherein the n'11Ulber of bedrooms and type of plumbing fixtures are rele--· 

gated to the realm of given. The proposition 1s to prove that they can 

live in comfor t and in the presence of beauty. Previous propositions 

that have been proven are that they can do this oest when given homes 

generous in space• flexible 1n use, and suited to their culture . 

Here our simile with mathematics must end . for to the credit of 

architecture as an .art ; we can never, with such a proposition• end our 

theorem with a dogmatic Q. ! . D. The proof·s are infinite in variety . 

Japan has presented the proof many times . We shall attempt a proof tn 

this thesis . 

For the pto9ram of our design, we shall accept the program of the 

Japanese house . We shaU attempt to prove the saine proposition with 

regard to the average American family . If one would question the average 

family as the criteria and favor rather the solution for an individual , 



we must point again to the Japanese home . Though simila:r to each other 

and in many cases identical, they f om a shell in which activ.1 ty can 

function in its infinite variety and not a form into which it is impressed . 

If such a p+og:ram seems vague , it is because we must have a p1'ogram of 

ideas and ideals. 
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the site 

Any building which is built should love the ground on which it 
stands . - Frank Lloyd Wright 

We can learn the meaning of this quotation from Japanese archi .. 

tecture wherein the homes bave a communion with their site . The .American 

home , on the other hand, is often at odds with the ground on which it 

stands. This ls because it is designed to be seen rather tha~ to be seen 

out of . The Japanese home ls the antithesis of this as the Japanese 

people would pref er that their nome be screened f roJD view by a wall or 

fence to provide them with p:dvacy. Japanese gardens are much more widely 

known than Japanese architectureJ and yet a garden is never found except 

in conjunction with a structure from which it can be seen. 

It is a recognized fact that a hou e , to be a successful solution 

to the problem of housing its o~cupants , must be suited to its site, 

Likewise, the house that is blessed with. a beautiful site encompassing 

the beauty of nature 1.n a panoramic view has an automatic advantage over 

its companions on less glamorous site • Entire designs have been de~ 

termined from the peculiarities of a particular site . To avoid placing 

too much empha is on this facet of planning , the design for this. thesi.s 

will be placed on a level , interior. average•sbed suburban lot . Thia 

will f o~cefully bring into focus one of the main tenets of Jap nese 

thought• While the Japanese house takes dvantage of view and glamorous 

sites wherever possible, the fact is that it never suffers when placed 

on a flat and uninteresting site b cause it lends to that site some of 
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itself and takes someth.ing from that site until the two have melted to-

gether into a fe ling of belonging. 

From this we learn that the house 1s but a part of an overa.11 plan 

that ncompa ses the whole lota and the two cannot be divorced . Lans• 

caping and t>it planning are a$ much a part of the design of the ha~se as 

is the st;ructur l detailing.. The functions of living cannot be confined 

to the vacuwn encom~ssed by four walls . One must also have the necessl• 

ties which the land around offers• peace for the soul, food for the brain, 

and beauty for the eye. If we concede any portion of this tdeal, we must 

have JlOt only a ,house plan but a land .plan. 

In spite of the fact that the Japanes have a ~eligion based upon 

a reverence of nature, they do not hesitate to use nature to their ad• 

vantage by recreating the beauty of natural landscapes in their gardens . 

The Japanese garden is painting in natui-al materials , based upon an in• 

terpretation of nature by the landsc;aper. Such a creation can only be 

accomplished with a knowledge of nature and its materials and aesthetic 

f eling . 

The Japanese house divides the lot into sev ral areass the 

garden, the service , and the cb'culation areas . The gardens ~re meant 

for appreciation and not for use. In order to achieve this aim, the 

areas must be separated so that each attains the full value of its ir\""' 

tended use . 

These principle& are of such importance that f aUure to recogniz 



the sit~ 

them results in th uninteresting and unlivable assembleages we call 

homes . The correct starting point is , therefore, the design of an 1nte• 

grated lot plan rather than that of the str~cture. Let this concept b 

then added to our program. 
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.space .organizaS;,lo,p 

Clarity, simplicity and order in the planning, and a general 
generg.sity 1n the shaping of a hoU.s.e have always proved to be of 
lasting use . A house built .in accordance with these principles wUl 
always have a v lue. lt is more easlly adaptable to varying needs 
than a hoYse wh.ere complicated demands, vaU.<i at a certain period, 
have been the only guiding principle. • H. Cal:lheim-Gylle-rskold, 
"Introdvetion," Swedish Coogeratiye Qnion and Wbolinle Socipty Archi-
tects Offive 123~9. Stotkholm, Swederu Nordish Rotogravyr, 1949 . 

Here ls $ hint from a Western architect that a house too addicted 

to a program, or an ind1vidU$l, might h ve limited usefulness and that, 

rather, a Japanese concept of versatile space would be a bett.er criteria. 

The Amer1cam house can never attain the versatility of the Ja• 

panese house because of the differences bet een the two modes .of living. 

One of the main l"easons for thiS is fUl'niture, or rathe:r the absence of 

it,. in. the Japanese house. furniture gives to areas of the house their 

usages and .names and , because of the character of most of the furniture, 

prevents multiple use of these areas. fu:i-.niture is, therefore; expensive 

not only 1n initial cost , but because of the great space 1t consumes. 

Upon first gla.nce, the Japanese home appears to be devoid of 

furniture; and this. impression 1s generally a lasting one due to the clean 

Unes of the interior. There are, however, several items of built•in 

furniture and these serve their purpose without marring the interior 

space of the room. These are the desk• OT writing and reading surf ace• 

and shelves for the display of treasured objec;ts . The storage areas are 

concealed behind sliding panels. 

Thus, the•e is a p~ssibility that by a selec-tive use of bu1lt~111 



space organizatiQQ 

furniture e can make a room a more ord rly and freer space and possibly 

liberate it from a single usage association .• 

By the usage of sU.d1ng partitions, the Japanese can make two 

areas into one at will . liow often this is done and for what reasons is 

impossible to determine . The areas are usually small by themselves and 

ar thrown together for speo1a1 purpose . We can also be sure that the 

panels are removed during the summer to allow for a freer passage of air . 

But even when closed, the par.tttions give an idea of continuity of space 

by the open grU.lwork .abov them, The opague windows, when closed, even 

give the sense of open space beyond them. 

Further charaoterlstici of the Japanese plan are the pleasant and 

secluded bath , the inviting and adequate entrances, nd generous storage 

rooms. These, together with the flexibility of the space organization, 

are the lessons of the Japanese pl n. In. addition, we must not forget 

the concept of exterior-interior space relations discussed in the section 

on the site . 

These concepts, with the exception of flexible space, are more 

tangible than those previously discussed in other sectionsof the thesis . 

Thus the bath, entrance and storage areas of a hou e are readily 

acceptable as areas of needed improvement 1n our ·home that can be 

achieved with relative ease if they are given the attention they deserv • 

The concept of unity of total space is one which requirescon• 

siderable examination but is a concept we cannot overlook in an assimi-
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spQce org1nhptipn 

latlon of the Japanese concept and, as such, it must be made our own. 

Frank Uoyd W.-1ght has devoted his career to freeing architecture 

from the box-like ferms it usually assumes . Japanese architecture has 

done this in essence but not in fact. lt has been done in the ¢oncept 

of vertical pace that has often been used by Wright himself . The in-

terior spaces have a relatively high ceUing foJ> their size . The pre• 

~oroinaJ\t featUX'e .of :l.nter1o:r design is the horizontal wood beam element 

that is carried aiound the room at the height of the door bead. Above 

this is several feet of wall before the ceiling. Tbis horizontal element 

frees the upper wall and ceiling from the i-oom and eliminates the f ee11ng 

of being in a box. Oa the exterior, the house is again, by use of verti• 

cal space. concepts* freed from the feeling of eontained space. The roof 

is framed in such a manner that only light and airy . supporting members 

are seen at the eaves. This, together with its height and wide overhangs, 

effectively free it from the waUs which are its Sl.lpports. The fact that 

the hQllles are set Orl stilts raising them several feet from the g:round 

aga1n makes them entities . that al'e free from the confines. of space that 

usually result when the walls rest on g:rade . 

This concept of free vei-t1cal space, when added to that of flelCi-

ble flowing horizontal space, makes the Japanese house o of complex 

spacial relations . These relations are not at first obvious to the 

viewer . This shows the subtlety with which they have been achieved . 

Thus• to avoid boxlike forms, while utilizing the boxl!ke eon .... 



stri,.tction techniques that are the most logical for many materials ; b an 

objectiv that contemporary ai"thitects have striven to achieve. It is a 

principle that is applicable to contemporary design. 
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the envirorunent ; 

Although the word environment is usually used in an all inclusive 

sense, it will be used here only to discuss our physical surroundings. 

Climate control has been a recognized aspect of contemporary archi• 

tecture for some time and bas received varying degrees of acceptance and 

usage. in the homes of today . 

In Japan, climate control has been one of the strongest influences 

ln the shaping of the house . This is as it should be . When conformity to 

an arcnitectural style makes proper environmental control impossible, the 

style loses its architectural value. Thus, proper climate control is 

must in the design of any home , and as a result will, to a large degree, 

shape the home . 

The av rage Amer.lean home is built for winter and does an excel-

lent job of keeping out the cold . In sununer, the converse is quite often 

true as the house· is extremely hot and uncomfortable . This situation is 

particularly true in the southeastern states which hav-e really not de• 

veloped a regional architecture to combat the climatic conditions, which 

are quite similar to those encountered in Japan. llle houses of these 

reas are usually no different than those encountered in the northern 

states. 

the climate of Tokyo ha of ten been compared to that of Washing-

ton, D. c. , while the climate of that section of Japan where thei:r archi• 

tecture developed is similar to the southeastern seaboard states of the 

United States. Therefore, the design will be asswned to be situated in 
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these areas . 

On the other hand, th Japanese house makes no provision for 

warmth in the winter . It has been point d out that this fact has ap-

pax-entl y not dlsturbed the hearty people . Perhaps the American .house has 

been greatly overheated in the winter resulting in the great occurence of 

th common cold• Be this as lt may , there are very few areas in the 

United States where some form of heat is not necessary . The J panese 

themselves are beginning to clamour for heat in their homes as many of 

them spend their days in heated office buildings . The fact is that the 

tradition ·1 Japanese home would be very difficult to heat as the emphasis 

has been so strongly on keeping it cool in the summer . 

The methods used to keep their house cool in the summer have been 

previously discussed . Theee methods are quite effective . However , there 

1s strong reason to believe that .moi-e effective methods are available due 

to our modern technology and scientific experimentation , lthough there 

are many applications available from the Japanese solution to the problem. 
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CQDStructioD and mater1~1S 

Japanese architecture 1s based upon hat would seem to be 

rather dog.matte addiction to a limited va:riety of construction techniques 

and building materials . This, of course, is largely due to geographical 

factors. To so.me this would seem handicap. If thh is so, it was one 

that was expei-ienc d by all the ancients tn the development of the great 

architecture of th past . Thus, architecture does not need bizarre 

materials and construction techniques to become great. These are in a 

sense a hindrance for they dist~aet the mlnd from the essential • Every 

material has its own vernacular of use and each is suited to certain 

conditions by the nat\lr of the terial, Which also imposes limitations 

upon its use . The lesson of Japanese architecture is the skillful use 

of materials rather than the championing of wood and natural materials. 

The design for this thesis wil l be executed 1n wood . This imposes 

no hardships as the material is admirably suited to the residence and 1 

often quite poorly used in this respect. The chief objection many home-

owners have to wood ls the high cost of maintenance. Hence we find the 

non~entity of architecture masonry-veneer construction. the Japanese 

show us that wood need not be smothered by paint . It can be e.xposed and 

the~eby beautify the house . It need not be the hidden material in con-

struction . This, of cours , requires the use of woods that are resistant 

to decay and weather with a pleasing effect. 

ost Japanese details depend upon skilled craftsmanship. Hence , 

the notched connections would be economically impractical in this country, 



if not virtually !JQpossibl , to the discredit of the trades and perhaps 

more the architects . 

The beautUul tile roofs of Japan are expensive and heavy and , as 

such, could seldom be used . Actually, many of their methods are a far cry 

from modern technology and struct\Jl'al knowledge ·· nd have little use or 
application tod Y• W find many of the details and materials a.re J,m-

portant not because of di:reet application but bee use of principles , 

many of which are U.nked closely with aesthetics . 

One of these is the post and beam style of construction and the 

resultant use of prefabricated parts in the bays . The result is a simple 

economical const~uction with a flexibility which allows for a unity be-

tween interi or and exterior spaces . 

The system of pref abr1cated parts and unity of structural aP"" 

p:roach is a lesson ln itself which carries far beyond our use of factory .. 

made doors and windows ,. The suceess of such a system 1s aenieved by the 

U$e of a tructural module th t carries throughout the building . 

The use of such a system has had strong advoc tes for some t1Jne , 

but littl e nas been done to f·ully exploit it in residential c.onstruction 

where it i.s most easily accomplished. Tue applications are- limitless . 
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aes'tbetics 

Aesthetics is the cornerstone of Architecture. If the concept 

of site. form and construction are to have unity and direction, it is 

necessary to have an aesthetical approach to the theory of architectural 

design . Upon this approach rests the success or failure of joining the 

varied parts of a building into a successful solution. 

That aesthetics · bould be divorced from th other sections of 

this thesis and .discussed alone is misleading for it is more than a 

surface treatment of an architectural problems rather it is a concept 

that permeates the entire thought processes. It is important that we 

think of aesthetics in this JDanne~. By so doing we keep it from belng 

a self-conscious entity that has ne real. meaning . 

This is the great contributi,on of Japanese architecture--unity 

of approach, permeated by aesthetical sensitivity for the pwpose of prO"'" 

ducing an entlty of beauty and purpose . 

In order to acheive such a result, the designer must have matured 

to the degree where he not only recognizes beauty and all its manife&• 

tat1ons but possesses the unswerving conviction to pursue this beauty and 

has mastered the tools of expression to make it articulate . In J pan, 

there developed a group of such people skilled in the styling of buildings. 

Their services were eagerly sought after and they gained much respect. 

The style they devaoped gained national approval s it was style based 

upon principles of universal ppeal . Further, it was a style that was 

not so ornate that it was beyond th means of the people . Tile result is 



the res1denc of Japan. While different in the infinite variety of size 

and det 11, they are so similar in principle they make the nation unique 

in the unity of its architecture . 

the guiding principle of their aesthetics is simpli~ity and re-

finement . The chaff has been discarded leaving the essence . this is 

difficult task a the essence must not be deprived of its strength and 

character . Tile result i that the structur.al members of the building 

became the ornamentation . The entire structure is exposed to view with 

the exception of the rafters . The resultant simple geometric designs 

are far removed from th egocentric designs of many West~rn designers 

and their resultant esoteric appeal . 

Finally, the Japanese house is a fitting setting for the display 

of man rathei- than that of objects . The house is scaled to his proportions. 

fitted for his use and altruistically fashioned for his delight . 
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Let us create a pure cha$te and beautiful architeetu~e 
by adapting the pristine spirit of our ancient arch1 ... 
tecture by utilizing the ric.h materials of our medi-
eval architecture and by profiting from ever advancing 
modern learning and technique . - ~. Chuta Ito , 
"Pref ace ,• Arcbitectural Japan Old New. 
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the design 

The design presented on the following pages ls an attempt to pet"'" 

petuate the principles of Japanese architecture in a house for contemporary 

living . Any shortcomings in the result should not reflect upon the validi-

ty of the principles but rather upon the ability of the de igner to give 

form to them. 

A brief analysis will ohart the reasoning that formulated the 

design with respect to site and plan, structure and materials . 

Site and plan& 

The site is a level interior lot measuring sixty feet wide and one 

hl;lftdred and twenty feet deep . The ~oadway front age is on the west side of 

the lot . Zoning regulations :require setbacks from the lot line of thirty 

feet from the front, fifteen feet from the rear and five feet from the side 

for a carport and ten feet for the house . 

To obtain maximum lot utilization and the best ol'ientation, the 

house was placed perpendicular to the road . 

The plan was zoned into living , sleeping and utility areas to se• 

cure order and economy in the interior spaces and a unity with the exterior 

spaces . 

The house has two separate entrances . The main, or guest entrance , 

opens into a foyer that is adj a.cent to the living area . The secondary, or 

family entrance , opens into the utility area . Covered walkways ·connect 

the carport with both the guest and family entrances . 

The living zone contains the living room, dining room and study . 
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These areas are arranged so that they may either be used separately or as 

one room . Sliding doors and partitions give flexibility to the areas . 

The exterior waUs are primarily glass on the north and south allowing 

views of the gardens that are adjacent to them. On the south• the living 

room faces a green garden that is enclosed to afford privacy . On the 

north, a stone garden and pool afford a view to the dining and study 

areas . The carport and walls shield the area from view. There is a 

generous storage area adjoining the living room for storing bulky items 

and a toat closet for guests . 

The utility zone contains the bathroom, kitchen, laundry and 

heating plant. These are located together for economy and are placed at 

the center of the house for accessability . The bathroom, located on the 

south side of the house , 1s generous in size and is compartmented so that 

1t may be used by more than one person at one time. The bath and water 

closet compartments have a double glazed floor to ceiling window area 

that overlook a small enclosed garden. 

The laundry is hidden behind a folding partition when not in use. 

The kitchen is on the north side of the house and overlooks the play and 

utility yard. 

The leeping zone contain the two children's bed rooms , the 

master bedroom and a connecting corridor . The two children ' s bedrooms 

are separated by a f oldlng partition and can be made into one for use 

s a play room. The drawers and desk are built in to afford the maximum 
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freeness of space . Storage units are placed laterally across the room to 

allow a free passage of air . On the south side of the sleeping zone are 

the living yard and a covered patio that can be screened in. Openings in 

the roof allow sunlight to enter the bedrooms . The north side faces the 

play yard . 

The house is provided with generous overhangs on all sides to keep 

out the summe.r sun and allow the windows to be opened when it is raining . 

The living and sleeping zones have direct cross ventilation to allow the 

breeze to pass through during the summer. The utility zone is mechani-

cally ventilated . 

Structure and materialsi 

The house is framed with wood columns , beams and structural roof 

deck . The columns are spaced twelve feet on centex- in both directions to 

allow maxim\lll flexiQ1lity of interior space and exterior walls . The beams 

spanning laterally and the roof deck longitudinally span twelve feet . The 

laminated roof deck gives the building rigidity . Additional bracing is 

provided by the horizontal members that tie the columns together at the 

window and door heads . 

The floor is a concrete slab on grade with vapor barrier and per-

imeter ins·ulation . Floor covering is cork tile in sleeping zone , slate 

in the study , dining and utility zone and wood parkay in the living room. 

Foundations are concrete . 

The interior walls are plasterboard . The xterior solid walls are 



the design 

of horizontal cypress siding, sheathing and reflective insulation. Columns, 

beams, sill and trim are all cypress. 

The roof deck is of western red cedar and is exposed on the under-

side to form the ce1Ung. The roof is covered with one inch of rigid in-
sulation and a built-up roof topped with white gravel. 

The heating system is a forced hot air system supplied through 

perimeter ducts in the slab and ret·urned through a plenum over the heating 

unit. 

The lighting cal:>le is carried through conduits cut into the roof 

insulation. 
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